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We study online procurement markets where agents arrive in a sequential order and a mechanism must make an irrevocable decision whether or not to procure the service as the agent arrives. Our mechanisms are subject to a budget constraint and are designed for stochastic settings in which the bidders are either identically distributed or, more generally, permuted in random order. Thus, the problems we study contribute to the literature on budget-feasible mechanisms as well as the literature on secretary problems and online learning in auctions.

Our main positive results are as follows. We present a constant-competitive posted price mechanism when agents are identically distributed and the buyer has a symmetric submodular utility function. For nonsymmetric submodular utilities, under the random ordering assumption we give a posted price mechanism that is \( O(\log n) \)-competitive and a truthful mechanism that is \( O(1) \)-competitive but uses bidding rather than posted pricing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In an online procurement market agents arrive in a sequential order to offer their service, and a buyer decides whether or not to procure the service as the agent arrives. Naturally, each agent wishes to be compensated for her service, while the buyer in turn has limited resources and aims to procure the services that maximize her utility.

The complexities of such markets originate in the severe informational limitations of the buyer: the agents’ true costs for providing their service are unknown to the buyer and may be exaggerated, and the sequential manner in which agents appear requires making decisions without full knowledge of the market. In addition, the mechanism may be limited in the way it can collect information from agents, and must infer their costs from implicit signals.

To address the first informational limitation, mechanism design theory advocates for truthful mechanisms, which — through careful design of payment and allocation...
rules — incentivize every participating agent to reveal her true cost for performing the service. In procurement markets, the challenge is then to design truthful mechanisms that yield a favorable outcome for the buyer under limited resources. That is, optimize the buyer’s utility under some fixed budget.

The framework for mechanism design under a budget is known as Budget Feasibility [Singer 2010] where the goal is to design truthful mechanisms that optimize the utility function of the buyer under the constraint that the total payments made to the agents do not exceed a fixed budget. Despite numerous impossibility results regarding overpayment of truthful mechanisms, the budget feasibility framework enables designing mechanisms with favorable approximation guarantees for broad classes of utility functions (see e.g. [Singer 2010; Chen et al. 2011; Dobzinski et al. 2011; Bei et al. 2012]).

The second informational limitation is due to the online arrival of the agents. Following the literature on online algorithms, we can make three main distinctions in modeling the way in which the arrival sequence of the agents is determined. The most general is the adversarial model, where an adversary chooses the arrival sequence of the agents and their cost in a manner that yields the worst possible outcome for the mechanism. Although in principal we would like our mechanisms to be robust to such input, such a strong assumption leaves little hope for making formal performance guarantees. A popular alternative is the secretary model which assumes the values are chosen adversarially, though the arrival order is chosen uniformly at random from the set of all possible permutations of the agents. This is the model considered by Dynkin [1963] for choosing the element with the highest value from an online sequence, and has been widely used since then in various other problem domains (see e.g. [Babaioff et al. 2007]). Lastly, a slightly stronger assumption is that the each agent is independently drawn from some unknown common distribution (see e.g. [Kleinberg and Leighton 2003; Babaioff et al. 2011; Besbes and Zeevi 2009]).

A procurement market can therefore be defined in terms of the objective function the buyer wishes to optimize, and the arrival model of the agents. The goal is to design truthful budget feasible mechanisms that maximize the buyer’s utility. There are two common approaches for agents to express their cost. A bidding mechanism learns the costs by soliciting a bid from each agent upon its arrival. The bidding model is often considered unnecessarily complex, especially from the standpoint of the bidders, and a preferred alternative is the posted price mechanism. A posted price mechanism presents each agent with a (possibly different) price, and the agent can either accept or reject the mechanism’s offer. Posted price mechanisms are compelling due to their simplicity and are the most commonly used form of pricing. As such, there is large body of algorithmic research on posted price mechanisms (see e.g. [Chawla et al. 2010]).

Naturally, the bidding model is stronger than the posted price model, since a mechanism that solicits bids can always simulate a posted price mechanism by deciding on an offer price without observing the agent’s bid, and pay the agent only if her bid does not exceed the offer. There are cases, however, where bids cannot be solicited and only posted price mechanisms can be implemented. Will the market suffer? This is the main question we wish to address in this paper:

Are posted prices as powerful as bidding in online procurement?

1.1. Posted Price Mechanisms in Online Procurement

In this paper we study posted price mechanisms in online procurement markets. We address the question above by studying various online procurement markets characterized by the buyer’s utility and the arrival order of the agents. It is easy to show that the most general class of objectives for which budget feasible mechanisms can be
obtained is that of subadditive utility functions, and when taking computation limitations into account, the most general class known is the class of nondecreasing submodular utility functions. We will therefore focus our attention on this class.

The main result in this paper shows that there are procurement markets where posted price mechanisms are competitive with bidding mechanisms.

**Theorem.** (Informal:) In any symmetric submodular procurement market where the agents arrive from an unknown distribution, posted price mechanisms perform asymptotically as well as bidding mechanisms.

In particular, we show that there is a posted price universally truthful budget feasible mechanism which is $O(1)$-competitive when agents are drawn i.i.d. from an unknown distribution. This is quite surprising since posted price mechanisms are known to be severely limited in comparison to bidding mechanisms in auctions where agents’ values are drawn from an unknown distribution [Babaioff et al. 2011].

For the general case of nondecreasing submodular markets with agents that arrive in the secretary model, we show that the performance of posted price mechanisms is at least a logarithmic (in the number of agents) approximation of bidding mechanisms: we present a posted price mechanism in this model which is $O(\log n)$-competitive as well as a bidding mechanism which is $O(1)$-competitive, both for nondecreasing submodular functions. These mechanisms are based on estimating appropriate thresholds which are used to decide which agents are allocated.

**Theorem.** (Informal:) In any nondecreasing submodular procurement market where the agents’ arrival order is chosen uniformly at random, posted price mechanisms can be at least a $O(\log n)$-approximation to bidding mechanisms.

It is an open question whether there is indeed a logarithmic gap between the performance of bidding and posted price mechanisms in submodular procurement markets, since it may be possible that there are posted price mechanisms with better guarantees than the one shown here. We discuss this open question in our concluding remarks.

1.2. Organization of the Paper

We begin with several definitions and formalize the model in Section 2. In Section 3 we present a posted price mechanism for symmetric submodular procurement markets, where agents’ private values correspond to i.i.d. draws from an unknown distribution. We then show a mechanism for the general case of nondecreasing submodular procurement markets in the secretary model in Section 4. We complement this result with a constant-competitive bidding mechanism in Section 5. We conclude with a brief discussion and highlight some open problems in Section 6.

1.3. Related Work

The problems of maximizing a submodular function subject to budget constraint has been the subject of research in recent years in [Khuller et al. 1999; Sviridenko 2004]. Orthogonally, online allocation problems without incentive issues have also been studied in [Dynkin 1963; Kleinberg 2005; Babaioff et al. 2007]. Our line of work combines these two areas with the budget feasibility framework studied in [Singer 2010; Dobzinski et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2011; Bei et al. 2011] and mechanisms which post prices in [Kleinberg and Leighton 2003; Besbes and Zeevi 2009; Chawla et al. 2010]. A related line of research on maximizing submodular or non-linear utility functions in the online, albeit non-strategic, setting can be found in [Gupta et al. 2010; Bateni et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2011; Barman et al. 2012].

The framework of budget feasibility was proposed as mechanisms such as VCG suffer from overpayment for procurement auctions. Another line of research which tries
to overcome this limitation is the frugality framework studied in [Cary et al. 2008; Archer and Tardos 2007; Karlin et al. 2005; Elkind et al. 2004; Talwar 2003].

2. DEFINITIONS

2.1. Model

We study procurement auctions where there is a set of \( n \) agents, denoted \( N \), each offering a service for which they associate a private cost \( c_i \in \mathbb{R}^+ \). The buyer has a public (known to the mechanism designer and maybe known to all agents) budget \( B \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) and a public nondecreasing utility function \( f : 2^N \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) over the subsets of agents.

An important element in our model is the online arrival of agents. We assume that there are \( n \) different time steps, in each step \( i \in [n] \) a single agent appears and the mechanism makes a decision that is based on the information it has about the agent and the history of the previous \( i-1 \) stages. In this paper we distinguish between three assumptions on how the order of agents is determined:

1. **The adversarial model**: The agents’ costs and their arrival order are chosen by an adversary. The adversary chooses the worst arrival order and costs and has full knowledge of the mechanism though it cannot observe the actions the mechanism takes (this is known as an oblivious adversary).
2. **The secretary model**: The agents’ costs are chosen by an adversary, though their arrival order is a permutation that is drawn uniformly at random from the set of all possible permutations over the agents.
3. **The i.i.d model**: At each time step, an agent is drawn from some unknown distribution. We use this model only for symmetric utility functions, i.e. functions for which the value only depends on the cardinality of the set. In such cases this model is equivalent to having a sequence of costs drawn from an unknown distribution.

The above models are described in a decreasing order of generality: the i.i.d. model is a special case of the secretary model which is a special case of the adversarial model.

2.2. Mechanisms

A mechanism \( \mathcal{M} = (A, p) \) is a pair that consists of an allocation function\(^2\) \( A : \mathbb{R}^+_n \rightarrow 2^{[n]} \) and a payment function \( p : \mathbb{R}^+_n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+_n \). The allocation function selects a subset of agents \( S = A(b) \) given a set of bids \( b \), and we use \( A_i(b) \) to denote the indicator function that returns 1 if agent \( a_i \) is allocated and 0 otherwise. The payment function returns a vector of payments that describes the agents’ compensation, where \( p_i(b) \) is the payment to agent \( a_i \) when the bid vector is \( b \).

In the case where agents arrive in an online fashion, as in our model, the input is received in a sequential manner and the mechanism decides on the allocation and payment at every stage \( i \) as agent \( a_i \) appears and places her bid, and the mechanism returns \( (A_i(b_1, \ldots, b_i), p_i(b_1, \ldots, b_i)) \). The allocation is the set \( S = \{a_i : A_i(b_1, \ldots, b_i) = 1\} \) and the total payments are \( \sum_{i=1}^n p_i(b_1, \ldots, b_i) \). For brevity, when it will be clear from the context, we will use \( p_i \) to denote the payment for agent \( a_i \).

In our model we seek truthful (incentive compatible) mechanisms where reporting the true costs is a dominant strategy for agents. Formally, a mechanism \( \mathcal{M} = (A, p) \)

\[^1\]This assumption on the arrival is known as the secretary model due to Dynkin’s celebrated “secretary problem”, where this assumption is introduced.

\[^2\]Although the mechanism procures services from agents we use the term allocation function to be consistent with traditional mechanism design terminology. Since the mechanism allocates budget resources to the selected agents, this term seems appropriate in this case as well.
is truthful if for every \(a_i \in \mathcal{N}\) with cost \(c_i\) and bid \(b_i\), and every set of bids \(b_{-i}\) of the \(\mathcal{N} \setminus \{a_i\}\) agents (or \(\{a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1}\}\) agents in the online arrival case) we have:

\[
p_i(c_i, b_{-i}) - c_i \cdot A_i(c_i, b_{-i}) \geq p_i(b_i, b_{-i}) - c_i \cdot A_i(b_i, b_{-i})
\]

A randomization over truthful mechanisms is a universally truthful mechanism. An important property we require is that the mechanism’s payments should not exceed the budget: \(\sum_i p_i \leq B\). This property is called budget feasibility. In addition, as common in mechanism design, we seek normalized (\(a_i \notin S\) implies \(p_i = 0\)), individually rational (\(p_i \geq c_i\)) mechanisms with no positive transfers (\(p_i \geq 0\)).

In this paper we will be particularly interested in posted price mechanisms. Such mechanisms offer each agent a price (may offer different agents different prices), and the agent can accept or reject the mechanism’s offer. Since agents are assumed to be rational, an agent accepts the price if her cost is below the price offered by the mechanism and rejects it otherwise. To each agent that accepts the offer, the mechanism must pay at least the price it was offered. We will also discuss the bidding model where the mechanism solicits bids from the agents as they arrive and makes an irrevocable decision on whether the agent is allocated and how much she is paid.

The objective is to maximize the utility function under the budget, i.e. allocate to the subset of agents \(S\) that yields the highest value possible, under all the constraints discussed above. We will compare our mechanisms against the most demanding benchmark possible. We will compare against the optimal solution that is obtainable without computational limitations, when all the agents’ true costs are known in advance. Our goal is procure a set that has a value that is as close to the optimal solution as possible. Formally, for \(\alpha \geq 1\) we say that a mechanism is \(\alpha\)-competitive if it selects a set \(S\) such that in expectation over the arrival order of the agents and the randomization of the mechanism, we have that \(f(S^*) \leq \alpha f(S)\), where \(S^*\) is the optimal solution. The mechanisms we construct have the additional property of being computable in polynomial time. In cases where the utility function requires exponential data to be represented, we take the common “black-box” approach and assume that \(f\) is represented by an oracle. We will use the value query model where given a set \(S\), the oracle returns \(f(S)\) (see [Blumrosen and Nisan 2005] for more details).

3. POSTED PRICE MECHANISMS FOR UNKNOWN DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section we assume that the utility function \(f\) is a a symmetric submodular function, and we design a \(O(1)\)-competitive posted price mechanism for the i.i.d. model. Our focus throughout most of this section is on the special case \(f(S) = |S|\). In this special case, our goal can be restated as follows: we must show how a buyer with a budget of \(B\) can purchase approximately as many services as possible using a sequence of take-it-or-leave-it offers to sellers with i.i.d. costs, without knowing the distribution of costs in advance. Later, in Subsection 3.2, we show how this result for the function \(f(S) = |S|\) easily implies a constant-factor approximation for general symmetric submodular \(f\).

The case of non-symmetric submodular functions is deferred to Sections 4 and 5. We emphasize that in this section we target only a constant-factor approximation, and we do not optimize for this constant.

It is instructive to compare our setting to an online single-item posted-price auction with i.i.d. bidders. For this problem [Babaioff et al. 2011] shows a \(\Omega(\frac{\log h}{\log \log h})\) lower bound. Here \(h\) is the ratio between maximum possible value and minimum possible value. Our result illustrates that the hardness of posted pricing in the i.i.d. model with an unknown distribution does not extend to budgeted procurement with a symmetric submodular utility function. To achieve a constant-approximation, we need to develop a novel algorithm that is quite different from existing algorithms in the lit-
ature on online posted pricing. Specifically, rather than reducing to a multi-armed bandit problem and using a general-purpose bandit algorithm (which is inapplicable in our setting because of the budget constraint) we design an algorithm that is quite different from bandit algorithms: in effect, it emulates a stochastic search for the optimal price using a multiplicative-increase multiplicative-decrease rule, with a simple sample-and-average policy guiding the multiplicative updates. We show, via a somewhat intricate analysis, that the stochastic search inflicts only a constant-factor loss relative to a buyer with foreknowledge of the optimal price. In effect, this involves showing that the algorithm has such a strong bias toward the optimal price that (with constant probability) a constant fraction of all the prices it offers are at or near the optimal price.

3.1. Algorithm for the Special Case $f(S) = |S|$

Before describing the details of the algorithm and its analysis, it will be useful to outline the main ideas. To begin with, consider what would happen if the algorithm were to offer a fixed price $p$ to every agent. The budget constraint ensures that it cannot procure more than $B/p$ services at this price, while the limitation on the number of agents ensures it cannot procure more than $n \cdot s(p)$ services in expectation, where $s(p)$ is the probability of a random agent accepting an offer at price $p$. It is approximately optimal to offer a price that balances these two terms, i.e. a price $p$ such that $B/p = \Theta(n \cdot s(p))$. Lemma 3.1 justifies this intuition.

Our algorithm discretizes the price range into a geometric progression $p_1, \ldots, p_m$ and the main loop of the algorithm emulates a Markov chain whose state set is the set $\{p_1, \ldots, p_m\}$. As explained in the preceding paragraph, states $p$ that satisfy $B/p = \Theta(n \cdot s(p))$ play a special role in the analysis, and below we define a set of good states consisting of either one state or two consecutive states satisfying this relation.

The algorithm’s goal is to search for a good state and then remain in a good state as often as possible thereafter. Since a good state is one in which $s(p) \cdot \frac{np}{B} = \Theta(1)$, we can test if a state $p$ is good by making $\Theta\left(\frac{np}{B}\right)$ offers at price $p$ and seeing if $\Theta(1)$ of them are accepted. This test is implemented in a subroutine denoted by TEST($i$) in the algorithm description below. If the test produces significantly fewer than the anticipated number of successes, we know that the price is too low and we move to the next price in the geometric progression. Similarly, if the test produces significantly more than the anticipated number of successes, we know that the price is too high and we move to the preceding price in the geometric progression.

The foregoing discussion motivates Lemma 3.2 below, in which we show that the algorithm has a strong bias to drift toward the set of good states. Applying standard techniques from the analysis of random walks, this means that after finding a good state, it makes only very brief excursions away from the set of good states: each excursion occupies only a constant number of TEST($\cdot$) phases in expectation, and the distribution of the excursion lengths has an exponential tail. Lemma 3.4 capitalizes on this fact to prove bounds on the expected number of offers made and the expected amount of money spent during any such excursion. The bounds state that for each of these two resources (offers and money) the expected amount consumed during an excursion is $O(1)$ times the expected amount consumed during a single good phase (i.e., a TEST($\cdot$) phase carried out in a good state). The initialization phase, before the first time that the algorithm reaches a good state, can also be treated as an excursion for present purposes; see Corollary 3.5 below. The theorem that our algorithm is constant-competitive (Theorem 3.6) now follows by combining these observations: the analysis of random-walk excursions ensures that (in expectation) a constant fraction of our resources are consumed in good states, and the definition of good states ensures that
resources consumed in good states are converted into accepted offers at the (approximately) optimal rate.

We now present our algorithm in pseudo-code, followed by a plain English description.

### A Posted Price Mechanism for unknown distributions

| Initialize the constants $\delta = 1/10$, $r = 2$, $a = 4000$, $z = 300000$. |
|---------|--------|--------|--------|
| With probability $1/2$: |
| Consider states $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m$ where $p_1 = B/n$, $p_{i+1} = r \cdot p_i$ for $1 \leq i < m$, and $B/rz < p_m \leq B/z$. |
| Initialize state $i = m$. |
| **TEST(i):** Set price $p = p_i$. |
| 1. Offer price $p$ to the next $\frac{an}{B}$ sellers, or until the sellers or budget runs out. |
| In case more than $a(1 + \delta)$ offers are accepted, then stop offering and move to step 2. |
| 2. Let $t$ be the number of sellers who accept. |
| i. If $a(1 - \delta) \leq t \leq a(1 + \delta)$ then go to **TEST(i)**. |
| ii. If $t > a(1 + \delta)$ then update $i$ to $i - 1$ and go to **TEST(i - 1)**. |
| iii. If $t < a(1 - \delta)$ then update $i$ to $i + 1$ and go to **TEST(i + 1)**. |
| With probability $1/2$: |
| Allocate to the first agent with cost $c_i \leq B$. |

The algorithm uses states $1, 2, \ldots, m$ with associated prices $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m$ that form a geometric progression with common ratio $r$. The progression starts at $B/n$, so that $p_1 = B/n$, $B/(z \cdot r) < p_m \leq B/z$, and $p_{i+1} = r \cdot p_i$ for $0 \leq i < m$. The main loop of the algorithm is a loop that, in state $i$, runs a subroutine **TEST(i)** whose output is an element of $\{i - 1, i, i + 1\}$. The output of **TEST(i)** becomes the new state.

Subroutine **TEST(i)** operates as follows. It offers price $p = p_i$ to $\frac{an}{B}$ bidders, for some constant $a$. If the number of accepted offers is ever greater than $a(1 + \delta)$, it quits the subroutine immediately and outputs state $i - 1$. If the number of successes is less than $a(1 - \delta)$, then it outputs state $i + 1$. Otherwise it outputs state $i$.

#### Analysis of the algorithm.

Let $\ell$ be the index such that $B/p_{\ell-1} \geq n \cdot s(p_{\ell-1})$ and $B/p_{\ell} < n \cdot s(p_{\ell})$ where $s(p)$ is the probability that a seller sells while offering at price $p$. (Note that $B/p$ is a decreasing function of $p$ whereas $s(p)$ is non-decreasing, hence $p_{\ell}$ is undefined if and only if $B/p_{\ell} \geq n \cdot s(p_m)$. But in such a case the second half of our algorithm — which with probability $1/2$ sells to a single player — is an $4rz$ approximation according to Lemma 3.1.)

**Lemma 3.1.** $E(|OPT|) \leq 2r \cdot B/p_{\ell}$

**Proof.** Consider any specific realization of the random variables representing the costs of each seller. Define

$$
O_1 = \{i | c_i \leq p_{\ell-1} \text{ and } i \in OPT\}
$$

$$
O_2 = \{i | c_i > p_{\ell-1} \text{ and } i \in OPT\}
$$

$$
O_3 = \{i | c_i \leq p_{\ell-1}\}.
$$
We obtain our upper bound on \( \mathbb{E}(|OPT|) \) by comparison with the expected cardinalities of \( O_1, O_2, O_3 \) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{E}(|OPT|) &= \mathbb{E}(|O_1| + |O_2|) \\
&\leq \mathbb{E}(|O_3|) + \mathbb{E}(|O_2|) \\
&= ns(p_{t-1}) + \mathbb{E}(|O_2|) \\
&\leq ns(p_{t-1}) + \frac{B}{p_{t-1}} \leq \frac{B}{p_{t-1}} + \frac{B}{p_{t}} = 2r \frac{B}{p_{t}}.
\end{align*}
\]

\( \square \)

Define the set of good states to be \( GS = \{ p_i | i \leq \ell \text{ and } s(p_i) \geq \frac{B(1-2\delta)}{np_i} \} \). Note that \( p_t \in GS \subseteq \{ p_{t-1}, p_\ell \} \). In a good state \( p_t \), the expected number of accepted offers during \( TEST(i) \) is

\[
anp_i s(p_i) \geq (1-2\delta)a.
\]

This partially justifies the term “good states”, since the algorithm is designed to find a state in which the expected number of accepted offers equals \( a \).

**Lemma 3.2.** If \( p = p_i \) satisfies \( p < p_j \), \( \forall p' \in GS \) then \( TEST(i) \) outputs \( i+1 \) with probability at least \( 1 - (1-2\delta)/(\delta^2a) \). If \( p > p_j \), \( \forall p' \in GS \) then \( TEST(i) \) outputs \( i-1 \) with probability at least \( 1 - (1-2\delta)/(\delta^2a) \).

**Proof.** We will use the fact that the variance of a Bernoulli random variable is bounded above by its expectation, consequently the same property holds for sums of independent Bernoulli random variables. By an application of Chebyshev's Inequality, then, if the expectation of a sum of Bernoulli random variables is \( y \), then the probability that the sum differs from its expectation by more than \( w \) is at most \( \frac{y}{w^2} \).

If \( s(p) < \frac{2B}{np} = (1-2\delta)a \). Let \( y \in [0, (1-2\delta)a] \) be the expected number of successes. The probability that the number of successes is greater than or equal to \( a(1-\delta) \) is at most

\[
\frac{y}{a(1-\delta)-y} \leq \frac{(1-2\delta)a}{\delta^2a^2} = \frac{1-2\delta}{\delta^2a}.\]

If \( s(p) \geq s(p_t) > \frac{B}{np} \geq \frac{2B}{(1-2\delta)np} \) then the expected number of successes in \( TEST(i) \) is greater than \( \frac{anp_i}{B} \cdot \frac{(1-2\delta)}{(1-2\delta)np} = (1-2\delta)^{-1}a \). The probability that the number of successes is less than or equal to \( a(1+\delta) \) is at most \( \frac{a/(1-2\delta)}{(\delta+2\delta)^2a^2/(1-2\delta)^2} \leq \frac{1-2\delta}{\delta^2a} \). \( \square \)

Informally, Lemma 3.2 says that when the current price is far from the good states, the random walk is biased to drift in the direction of the good states. Analyzing this biased random walk is the crux of our proof. To simplify the analysis, we couple the algorithm’s random walk with a simpler random walk in which the bias to drift toward the good states is exactly equal to the lower bound asserted in Lemma 3.2. Denote this bias by \( \beta = 1 - (1-2\delta)/(\delta^2a) \). The algorithm’s Markov chain \( M_1 \) is defined to have states \( 1, 2, \ldots, m \), and the transition probability from state \( i \) to state \( j \in \{ i-1, i, i+1 \} \) is equal to the probability that an execution of \( TEST(i) \) finishes by calling \( TEST(j) \).

(Conditional on having a nonzero budget and number of sellers remaining at the end of \( TEST(i) \).) We compare this Markov chain to another one, \( M_2 \), defined on the set of non-negative integers. State \( 0 \) is an absorbing state of \( M_2 \) and in every other state \( i > 0 \), the transition probabilities to states \( i-1 \) and \( i+1 \) are \( \beta \) and \( 1-\beta \), respectively. The two Markov chains are depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

For \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), let \( \Delta(i) \) denote the distance from state \( i \) to the set of good states, i.e.

\[
\Delta(i) = \min_{j \in GS} |i-j|.
\]
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The following lemma, stated informally, says the Markov chain $M_2$ starting from state $\Delta(i)$ provides an upper bound on the stochastic process describing the distance from $GS$ when one starts $M_1$ in state $i$ and runs it until it reaches $GS$.

**Lemma 3.3.** Let $i$ be any state of $M_1$. There is a coupling of $M_1$ and $M_2$ such that $M_1$ starts in state $i_0 = i$, $M_2$ starts in state $k_0 = \Delta(i)$, and at any time $t \geq 0$ if the first Markov chain’s state sequence $i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_{t-1}$ does not include any element of $GS$, then the current pair of states $(i_t, k_t)$ satisfies $k_t \geq \Delta(i_t)$.

**Proof.** The coupling is easy to describe. When the two Markov chains are in states $(i, k)$, respectively, if $i \in GS$ we couple them arbitrarily, e.g. by updating $i$ and $k$ independently using the transition probability of their respective Markov chains. If $i \notin GS$ let $i'$ denote the neighboring state that is closer to $GS$ than $i$: $i' = i + 1$ if $i < j$ for all $j \in GS$, and $i' = i - 1$ if $i > j$ for all $j \in GS$. Let $\alpha_i$ denote the transition probability from $i$ to $i'$ in $M_1$, and let $\sigma_i$ denote the transition probability from $i$ to itself in $M_1$. Our coupling in state $(i, k)$ works as follows. With probability $\beta$ we update $i$ to $i'$ and $k$ to $k - 1$. With the remaining $1 - \beta$ probability, we update $k$ to $k + 1$ and update $i$ as follows: it transitions to $i'$ with probability $\alpha_i - \beta$, to $i$ with probability $\sigma_i$, and to $2i - i'$ (the other neighboring state) with probability $1 - \alpha_i - \sigma_i$. It is immediate from our definition of the coupling that if $(i_{t-1}, k_{t-1})$ and $(i_t, k_t)$ are two consecutive state pairs such that $i_{t-1} \notin GS$, then

$$\Delta(i_t) - \Delta(i_{t-1}) \leq k_t - k_{t-1}. \quad (1)$$

The lemma follows by summing (1) over all time steps preceding $t$. \qed

**Lemma 3.4.** Consider a sequence of phases in our algorithm’s execution beginning with $\text{TEST}(i)$ where $i \notin GS$ and ending immediately before the first subsequent instance of $\text{TEST}(j)$ such that $j \in GS$. In total during this sequence of phases, the algorithm makes no more than $(an \phi(B) \phi(\Delta(i)))$ offers in expectation and spends no more than $a(1 + \delta)p_t\phi(\Delta(i))$ of its budget in expectation, where $\phi(\cdot)$ is the function

$$\phi(k) = \frac{r}{r - \beta - (1 - \beta)r^2} \cdot (r^k - 1). \quad (2)$$

**Proof.** Let $\ell'$ denote the minimum element of $GS$ (either $\ell$ or $\ell - 1$). For a given value $\Delta$, there are at most two states $i$ such that $\Delta(i) = \Delta$, namely $i = \ell + \Delta$ and $i = \ell' - \Delta$. In state $\ell + \Delta$, the algorithm makes $an \phi/B = an \phi r^\Delta/B$ offers in expectation, and it spends at most $a(1 + \delta)p_i = a(1 + \delta)\phi r^\Delta$ because subroutine $\text{TEST}(i)$ stops making...
offers after \( a(1 + \delta) \) offers have been accepted. In state \( \ell - \Delta \) the algorithm makes \( anp_{r^\Delta} / B \) offers in expectation, and it spends at most \( a(1 + \delta)pr^\Delta \). Thus, for a given value of \( \Delta \), the expected number of offers made and the expected amount spent in state \( \ell + \Delta \) are both greater than their counterparts in state \( \ell - \Delta \). Accordingly, it suffices to prove the lemma for \( i = \ell + \Delta \).

To do so, we use the coupling provided by Lemma 3.3. Our algorithm proceeds through a sequence of states \( i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_T \) such that \( i_T \) is the first state in the sequence that belongs to \( GS \). Meanwhile Markov chain \( M_2 \) proceeds through a sequence of states \( k_0, k_1, \ldots, k_T \) such that \( k_t \geq \Delta(i_t) \) for all \( t = 0, \ldots, T \). By the foregoing discussion, the expected number of offers made by our algorithm and the expected amount spent are respectively bounded above by

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{offers made}] \leq \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} anp_tr^k / B = \frac{anp_T}{B} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} r^k,
\]

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{amount spent}] \leq \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} a(1 + \delta)pr^k = a(1 + \delta) \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} r^k.
\]

Thus, to complete the lemma, it suffices to bound \( \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} r^k \right] \). We do so by introducing another stopping time \( \tau \), defined to be the earliest \( t \) such that \( k_t = 0 \). Note that \( \tau \geq T \), so \( \sum_{t=0}^{\tau-1} r^k \geq \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} r^k \). Define

\[
\phi(k) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\tau-1} r^k \mid k_0 = k \right].
\]

The function \( \phi \) satisfies the linear recurrence

\[
\phi(k) = r^k + \beta \phi(k-1) + (1 - \beta)\phi(k+1)
\]

for \( k > 0 \), with the initial condition \( \phi(0) = 0 \). Solving the recurrence we find that equation (2) in the statement of the lemma specifies the solution. \( \square \)

In the sequel, let \( c_1 = \frac{r}{r - \beta - (1 - \beta)r^2} \).

**Corollary 3.5.** Consider the sequence of phases beginning with the algorithm’s initialization and ending with the first subsequent instance of TEST(\( i \)) such that \( j \in GS \). In total during this sequence of phases, the algorithm makes no more than \( (ac1/z) \cdot n \) offers in expectation and spends no more than \( a(1 + \delta)c_1 / B \cdot B \) of its budget in expectation.

**Proof.** The algorithm begins in phase \( m \). Using the fact that \( r^{m-1} \leq n/z \), this implies the bound \( \phi(\Delta(m)) = c_1 (r^{m-\ell} - 1) < (c_1 r^{1-\ell})n/z \). By Lemma 3.4, the expected number of offers made before reaching a good state is at most

\[
\frac{anp_T}{B} (c_1 r^{1-\ell})(n/z) = \frac{anr^{\ell-1}(B/n)}{B} (c_1 r^{1-\ell})(n/z) = \left( \frac{anr}{p} \right)n.
\]

The bound in the expected amount spent follows by an analogous calculation:

\[
a(1 + \delta)p_T (c_1 r^{1-\ell})(n/z) = a(1 + \delta)r^{\ell-1}(B/n) c_1 r^{1-\ell}n/z = (a(1 + \delta)c_1 / B).
\]

\( \square \)

**Theorem 3.6.** The algorithm is constant-competitive. In fact, with probability at least \( \frac{1}{2} \), the number of offers accepted is at least \( c \cdot (B/p_T) \), where \( c \) is an absolute constant.
PROOF. We distinguish two cases. If $B/p_{f} \leq 1.2 \times 10^{5}$ then with probability $1/2$, we expend our full budget on a single agent. When this happens, the number of offers accepted equals 1, which is at least $(2.4 \times 10^{-5})(B/p_{f})$.

If $B/p_{f} \geq 1.2 \times 10^{4}$ then we will show that with constant probability, the algorithm executes enough calls to TEST(i) for states $i \in GS$ that it succeeds in getting $c \cdot (B/p_{f})$ offers accepted. We will define five bad events $E_{1}, \ldots, E_{5}$, each having probability at most 0.1, such that the number of offers accepted is greater than $c \cdot (B/p_{f})$ whenever none of the events $E_{1}, \ldots, E_{5}$ occurs. Corollary 3.5 presents bounds on the expected number of offers made, and the expected amount spent, during the “startup stage” before the first time the algorithm reaches a good state. Let $E_{1}$ (resp. $E_{2}$) denote the event that the actual number of offers made (resp. amount spent) in the startup stage exceeds the bound given in Corollary 3.5 by a factor of more than 10. By Markov’s inequality, each of $E_{1}, E_{2}$ has probability bounded by 0.1.

Imagine running the algorithm for an infinite number of steps, disregarding the fact that it eventually spends more than its budget and makes more than its allotted $n$ offers. Define a good phase to be an execution of TEST(i) such that $i \in GS$. Define an excursion to be the (possibly empty) set of offers made between two consecutive good phases. Let

$$x = \frac{B}{p_{f}} \min \left\{ \frac{1 - \frac{ac_{1}}{x}}{a(1 + 10c_{1}(r - 1))}, \frac{1 - \frac{ac_{1}(1+\delta)}{x}}{a(1 + \delta)(1 + 10c_{1}(r - 1))} \right\}$$

and consider the first $x$ good phases along with the $x$ excursions that occur immediately after each of them (Note, by our assumption that $B/p_{f} \geq 1.2 \times 10^{5}$ we have $x \geq 1$). How many offers, in expectation, are made during these $x$ phases and excursions? The expected number of offers during the good phases is bounded above by $(anp_{f}/B) \cdot x$. According to Lemma 3.4 the expected number of offers during the excursions is bounded above by $(anp_{f}/B)c_{1}(r - 1)$ and the expected amount spent during the excursions is bounded above by $a(1 + \delta)p_{c1}(r - 1)$. Let $E_{3}$ (resp. $E_{4}$) denote the event that the actual number of offers (resp. amount spent) made during the excursions does not exceed this bound by a factor of more than 10. Once again, by Markov’s inequality, each of $E_{3}, E_{4}$ has probability bounded by 0.1.

Our choice of the parameters $a, r, z, \delta$ has been designed to ensure that, assuming events $E_{1}, E_{2}, E_{3}, E_{4}$ do not occur, the combined number of offers made until the end of the $x$th good phase is less than $n$ and the combined amount spent until this time is less than $B$. Let $N'$ be the number of offers made and let $B'$ be the budget spent before $x$ good phases assuming events $E_{1}, E_{2}, E_{3}, E_{4}$ do not occur:

$$N' = \mathrm{Offers \ before \ first \ good \ phase} + \mathrm{in \ good \ phases} + \mathrm{in \ recursions}$$

$$\leq \frac{10ac_{1}}{z}n + \frac{anp_{f}}{B}x + \frac{10anp_{c1}(r-1)}{B}x$$

$$\leq \frac{10ac_{1}}{z}n + \left( \frac{anp_{f}}{B} + \frac{10anp_{c1}(r-1)}{B} \right) \frac{1 - \frac{ac_{1}}{n}}{a(1 + 10c_{1}(r-1))}$$

$$B' = \mathrm{Budget \ spent \ before \ first \ good \ phase} + \mathrm{in \ good \ phases} + \mathrm{in \ recursions}$$

$$\leq \frac{10ac_{1}(1+\delta)}{z}B + ap_{f}(1 + \delta)x + 10ap_{f}(1 + \delta)c_{1}(r - 1)x$$

$$\leq \frac{10ac_{1}(1+\delta)}{z}B + (ap_{f}(1 + \delta) + 10ap_{f}(1 + \delta)c_{1}(r - 1)) \frac{1 - \frac{ac_{1}(1+\delta)}{B}}{a(1 + \delta)(1 + 10c_{1}(r-1))}$$

$$\leq B$$
Thus, all of the offers made during the first $x$ good phases actually took place during the algorithm’s execution, i.e., before the budget was expended or the maximum number of offers was reached. In any good phase, the expected number of offers accepted is at least $a(1-2\delta)$. Let $E_5$ denote the event that fewer than $a(1-3\delta)x$ offers are accepted in all of the first $x$ good phases combined. Applying Chebyshev’s Inequality to this sum of independent Bernoulli random variables as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 implies that $\Pr(E_5) \leq \frac{1-3\delta}{3a} \leq 0.1$, again by our choice of $a$, $r$, $z$, $\delta$.

By the union bound, the probability that none of $E_1, \ldots, E_5$ occur is at least $\frac{1}{2}$, and when this happens at least $a(1-3\delta)x$ offers are accepted. The theorem follows, because $x = \Omega(B/p)$. □

3.2. Extension to Symmetric Submodular Functions
When $f$ is a symmetric submodular function, it means that there exists a nondecreasing concave function $g$ such that $f(S) = g(|S|)$ for all sets $S$. It turns out that the argument from Section 3.1 carries through to this case with very few modifications. As an upper bound on $\mathbb{E}[f(OPT)]$, we use the following lemma which generalizes Lemma 3.1.

**Lemma 3.7.** $\mathbb{E}[f(OPT)] \leq 2r \cdot g(B/p)$

**Proof.** Consider any specific realization of the random variables representing the costs of each seller. Define

$$O_1 = \{i|c_i \leq p_{i-1} \text{ and } i \in OPT\}$$

$$O_2 = \{i|c_i > p_{i-1} \text{ and } i \in OPT\}$$

$$O_3 = \{i|c_i \leq p_{i-1}\}.$$

We obtain our upper bound on $\mathbb{E}[f(OPT)]$ via the following manipulation, whose first, second, and last lines follow from the fact that $g$ is a concave function satisfying $g(0) = 0$.

$$\mathbb{E}[f(OPT)] = \mathbb{E}[g(|OPT|)] \leq \mathbb{E}[g(|O_1|) + g(|O_2|)]$$

$$\leq g(\mathbb{E}(|O_1|)) + g(\mathbb{E}(|O_2|))$$

$$= g(ns(p_{i-1})) + g(\mathbb{E}(|O_2|))$$

$$\leq g(ns(p_{i-1})) + g\left(\frac{B}{p_{i-1}}\right) \leq 2g\left(\frac{B}{p_{i-1}}\right) \leq 2r \cdot g\left(\frac{B}{p}\right)$$

□

By Theorem 3.6, with probability at least $\frac{1}{2}$ the number of accepted offers is at least $c_5 \cdot (B/p)$. Hence, letting $S$ denote the set of accepted offers,

$$\mathbb{E}[f(S)] \geq \frac{1}{2}c_5 \cdot g\left(\frac{B}{p}\right) \geq \frac{c_5}{4r} \cdot \mathbb{E}[f(OPT)],$$

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.7. This completes the proof that our algorithm is constant-competitive whenever $f$ is a nondecreasing symmetric submodular function.

In this section we present a posted price mechanism which is $O(\log n)$-competitive for any nondecreasing submodular utility function, in the secretary model. A function $f : 2^{[n]} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ is submodular if for any subsets $S, T$ s.t. $S \subseteq T$ we have $f(S \cup \{a\}) - f(S) \geq f(T \cup \{a\}) - f(T)$. The function is called nondecreasing if $S \subseteq T$ implies $f(S) \leq f(T)$.
Theorem 4.1. For any nondecreasing submodular procurement market there is a randomized posted price budget feasible mechanism which is universally truthful and is $O(\log n)$-competitive.

In proof, we present the following mechanism, and show it respects the mentioned properties. In its essence, the mechanism is quite simple: it samples approximately half of the agents, rejects them and finds the agent with the highest value in the sample. It then uses this value to guess a threshold price that can be used to decide on the allocation of the remaining agents.

### A Posted Price Mechanism for Submodular Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Choose $\tau \in [0, n]$ with $Pr[\tau = i] = \binom{n}{\tau}/2^n$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Offer $p = 0$ to the first $\tau$ agents that arrive and let $v' = \max(a_i, i \leq \tau) f(a_i)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Choose $i \text{ u.a.r} {0, 1, 2, \ldots, \lceil \log n \rceil}$, let $t = 2^tv'$ and $B' = B$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>For each agent $a \in N \setminus {a_1, \ldots, a_\tau}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Offer the agent $p = \frac{2}{t} \cdot (f(S) - f(S \cup {a}))$ if $B' - p \geq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. If $a$ accepts, add her to $S$ and set $B' = B' - p$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Otherwise:

**ALG2**

Run Dynkin’s algorithm and offer $B$ to the winner.

The mechanism runs Dynkin’s algorithm with probability 1/2 to allocate to an agent with a sufficiently high value [Dynkin 1963]. That is, with probability 1/2 the mechanism samples the first $n/e$ agents and then, from the remaining $(1 - 1/e)n$ agents, allocates to the first agent $a'$ for which $f(a') \geq \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n/e\}} f(a_i)$. In expectation over the arrival order of the agents this guarantees that $f(a') \geq (1/e) \cdot \max_{a \in N} f(a)$.

Since the mechanism is a randomization over two posted price mechanisms, it is truthful and individually rational. Budget feasibility is implied from the condition in (4a) which verifies that the remaining budget $B'$ is greater than the payment. Throughout the rest of this paper we will use $OPT(\mathcal{N}'')$ to denote the optimal value over the set of agents $\mathcal{N}'$, $\mathcal{N}_1$ to denote the set of agents who are in the sample and $\mathcal{N}_2 = \mathcal{N} \setminus \mathcal{N}_1$. Let $S^* = OPT(N)$, $S_1^* = S^* \cap N_1$ and $S_2^* = S^* \cap N_2$.

Let $v^* = \max\{f(a), a \in N\}$. Consider the case when $f(v^*) \geq f(OPT)/1024$. In this case the algorithm runs Dynkin’s algorithm with probability 1/2 and gets an approximation ratio of 2048$e$. So for the rest of the section we will assume that $f(a) < f(OPT)/1024, \forall a \in \mathcal{N}$. To prove the competitive ratio of the mechanism, we will use the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.2.** When $f(a) \leq f(OPT)/1024, \forall a \in \mathcal{N}$ then $\min\{f(S_1), f(S_2)\} \geq \frac{OPT(\mathcal{N})}{4}$ with probability at least $p \geq \frac{9}{10}$.

**Proof.** Let $S^* = \{a_1, \ldots, a_l\}$ be the optimal solution. Without loss of generality, assume that $a_1, \ldots, a_l$ are sorted according to decreasing marginal contributions, and let $w_i$ denote the marginal contribution of $a_i$.

Since the agents are assumed to arrive in a uniformly random order, and $\tau$ is chosen with a specific probability distribution we have that the sampled set $N_1$ is a uniformly random set of $\mathcal{N}$. Hence each agent is in $N_1$ with probability 1/2 independently of other
agents. Consider the random variables \( X_1, \ldots, X_\ell \), s.t. \( X_i \) takes the value \( w_i \) with if agent \( i \) belongs to \( N_1 \) and 0 otherwise. Since \( N_1 \) is a uniformly random set this implies that \( X_i \) takes value \( w_i \) with probability \( 1/2 \) and 0 with probability \( 1/2 \). Such a trick of choosing set \( N_1 \) so that \( X_i \)'s are independent was first introduced by [Kleinberg 2005].

Let \( X = \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \) and \( \bar{X} = f(S^*) - X \). Observe that \( f(S^*_1) \geq X \), and \( f(S^*_2) \geq X \) by submodularity. To show the desired properties of \( X \) and \( \bar{X} \) we will use the Chernoff bound:

**Theorem 4.3. (Chernoff Bound)** Let \( X_1, \ldots, X_\ell \) be independent random variables where \( X_i \) take values in \([0, w_i]\) and let \( \mu = \mathbb{E}[\sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i] \). Then, for any \( \delta > 0 \) we have that:

\[
Pr\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \geq (1 + \delta) \mu \right] \leq \left( \frac{e^{\delta} - \delta}{(1 + \delta)^{\mu}} \right)^{\mu / \max_i w_i} \tag{3}
\]

\[
Pr\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} X_i \leq (1 - \delta) \mu \right] \leq e^{-\delta^2 / 2 \mu} \tag{4}
\]

Since our assumption that \( \max_i w_i \leq \frac{f(S^*)}{1024} \) and that \( \mu = f(S^*)/2 \) the above bound implies that:

\[
Pr\left[ \bar{X} \leq \frac{f(S^*)}{4} \right] = Pr\left[ X \geq \frac{3f(S^*)}{4} \right] \leq 1/20 \tag{5}
\]

as well as:

\[
Pr\left[ \bar{X} \geq \frac{3f(S^*)}{4} \right] = Pr\left[ X \leq \frac{f(S^*)}{4} \right] \leq 1/20 \tag{6}
\]

Let \( W_1 = \sum_{i \in S_1} w_i \) and \( W_2 = \sum_{i \in S_2} w_i \). By union bound, the above inequalities imply that with probability at least \( p \geq 1 - (1/20 + 1/20) = 9/10 \) we have that:

\[
W_2/3 \leq W_1 \leq 3W_2 \tag{7}
\]

Since \( OPT = W_1 + W_2 \), this implies that both \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) are greater than \( OPT/4 \) with probability \( p \).

**Lemma 4.4.** When \( f(a) \leq \frac{f(OPT)}{1024} \leq \frac{4f(S^*_1)}{1024} \) for any realization of \( t \) where \( \frac{f(S^*_2)}{64} \leq t \leq \frac{f(S^*_2)}{2} \) ALG1 is a 128-approximation to \( f(S^*) \).

**Proof.** Let \( S \) be the set of all agents that received the mechanism’s offer. Since agents are rational and the mechanism is incentive compatible, an agent \( a_i \) which rejects the mechanism’s offer \( p_i \) implies that \( c_i > p_i \). Note that in order to be included in \( S \), an agent \( a_i \) needs to respect: \( c_i \leq p_i \leq B' \), where \( B' \) is the remaining budget at stage \( i \) in which \( a_i \) appears. First, consider the case where every agent \( a_i \in S_2 \setminus S \) rejects the mechanism’s offer in ALG1, i.e. \( c_i > p_i \). In this case we have:

\[
\sum_{a \in S_2 \setminus S} (f(S \cup \{a\}) - f(S)) = \sum_{a \in S_2 \setminus S} \left( \frac{f(S \cup \{a\}) - f(S)}{c_i} \right) \cdot c_i < \sum_{a \in S_2 \setminus S} \left( \frac{t}{B} \right) \cdot c_i \leq \frac{f(S^*_2)}{2B} \cdot B
\]
where the first inequality is due to the fact that \( S^*_2 \) is a feasible solution \((\sum_{a_i \in S^*_2} c_i \leq B)\), and the second inequality is due to the definition of \( t \). This inequality implies:

\[
f(S^*_2) - f(S) = f((S \cup S^*_2 \setminus S)) - f(S) \leq \sum_{a \in S^*_2 \setminus S} \left( f(S \cup a) - f(S) \right) \leq \frac{f(S^*_2)}{2}
\]

and we have that \( f(S) > f(S^*_2) - f(S^*_2)/2 = f(S^*_2)/2 \). Hence in this case it is a factor 2 approximation to \( f(S^*_2) \).

Consider the second case where there is an agent \( a_i \in S^*_2 \setminus S \) for which \( c_i < p_i \), this implies that at stage \( i \), \( B' < p_i \). Let \( a_i \) be the first agent in \( S^*_2 \setminus S \) which has this property. Now, there are two (sub)cases to consider. The first case is that \( B' \leq B/2 \), i.e. \( \sum_{a_j \in S} p_j \geq B/2 \):

\[
\frac{B}{2} < \sum_{a_j \in S} p_j = \frac{B}{2} \left( f(S_j \cup \{a_j\}) - f(S_j) \right) \leq B \cdot \frac{64f(S)}{f(S^*_2)}
\]

which implies that \( f(S) \) is a 128 approximation of \( f(S^*_2) \). Finally, in the case where \( B' < p_i \) and \( B' > B/2 \), we have:

\[
\frac{B}{2} < B' < p_i = \frac{B}{2} \left( f(S_j \cup \{a_j\}) - f(S_j) \right) \leq B \cdot \frac{64B}{f(S^*_2)} \cdot f(a_i) \leq \frac{64B}{256}
\]

Here equation 9 is a contradiction. Hence the case that \( B' > B/2 \) never happens. \( \square \)

There are two cases to show that the algorithm is \( O(\log n) \) competitive ratio.

1. If \( f(v^*) \geq f(OPT)/1024 \) then we ALG2 is a 1024e approximation which is run with probability \( 1/2 \). In this case we get a 2048e approximation as remarked above.
2. If \( f(a) \leq f(OPT)/1024, \forall a \in N \), we consider the approximation ratio of ALG1 which is run with probability \( 1/2 \). With probability \( 1/2 \) \( v^* \) is included in \( N \) (Event \( T_1 \)) and with probability at least \( 9/10 \) we have that \( f(S^*_2) \geq f(OPT)/4 \) by lemma 4.2 (Event \( T_2 \)). Hence by union bound both these events (Events \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \)) happen with probability at least \( 4/10 = 1 - (1/10 + 1/2) \). Independently of these events \( t \) such that \( f(S^*_2)/64 \leq t \leq f(S^*_2)/2 \) is chosen with probability \( 1/O(\log(n)) \) which results in an approximation ratio of 128 by lemma 4.4. Hence the final approximation ratio is \( \frac{1}{10} \cdot \frac{1}{128} = \frac{1}{1536} \).

This gives us Theorem 4.1 which is the main result of this section.

5. A CONSTANT-COMPETITIVE MECHANISM IN THE BIDDING MODEL

In this section we present a bidding mechanism for nondecreasing submodular markets in the secretary model. As each agent arrives, the mechanism collects bids and must make an irrevocable decision of whether or not the agent should be allocated and how much the agent should be rewarded. We will show the following theorem.

**Theorem 5.1.** In the bidding model, for any nondecreasing submodular utility function, there is a universally truthful budget feasible mechanism which is \( O(1) \)-competitive.

The result of the previous section showed that the gap between posted price mechanisms and bidding mechanisms in nondecreasing procurement markets in the secretary model is at most \( O(\log n) \). The above theorem and theorem 3.6 which are a special cases of model considered in section 4, hint towards the possibility that the gap in theorem 4.1 can be reduced to \( O(1) \).
Like the mechanism from the previous section, the mechanism here will also sample the agents and use a threshold value to decide on the allocation. In the process of estimating the threshold, the mechanism will compute an approximation of the optimal solution of the bids of the first half of the agents. A modification of the greedy algorithm that sorts agents according to their density – their marginal contribution normalized by their cost – achieves an approximation ratio of \( e/(e-1) \) [Khuller et al. 1999; Sviridenko 2004] which is known to be optimal [Feige 1998]. We use \( A(N_1) \) to denote the value of this algorithm computed over a subset of agents \( N_1 \subseteq N \).

### An Online Bidding Mechanism for Submodular Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An Online Bidding Mechanism for Submodular Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With probability 1/2 do ALG1: ALG1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Choose ( \tau \in [0,n] ) with ( Pr[\tau = i] = \binom{n}{i} / 2^n ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Let ( N_1 ) be the first ( \tau ) agents that arrive, ( N_2 = N \setminus N_1 ), and ( B' = B ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. For each agent ( a_i \in N_1 ):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Add the ( a_i )’s bid to the sample;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Reject ( a_i )’s bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Compute ( t = A(N_1)/8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. For each agent ( a_i \in N_2 ):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ( c_i \leq p_i = \frac{\tau}{2 \tau} \cdot (f(S \cup {a}) - f(S)) ) and ( B' - p_i \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add ( a_i ) to ( S ), pay her ( p_i ) and set ( B' = B - p_i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise: ALG2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run Dynkin’s algorithm and pay the winner ( B ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mechanism above is similar to the one from Section 4 though it does not guess a threshold at random, but rather leverages the access it has to agents’ bids to compute a “good” threshold value \( t \) from the sample. We will show that this threshold estimates \( OPT \) well, which allows for a good approximation. First though, we verify truthfulness.

**Lemma 5.2.** The above mechanism is universally truthful.

**Proof.** Fix an arrival sequence of the agents. An agent \( a \in N_1 \) is always rejected by the mechanism, regardless of her bid, and she therefore cannot be better off by misreporting her cost. For each agent \( a \in N_2 \) the threshold price it is offered is independent of her bid since agents have no control over their arrival order, and cannot control their marginal contributions.

Assume for purpose of contradiction that an agent \( a_i \) benefits from declaring a bid \( b_i \neq c_i \). If the agent is allocated when declaring her true cost \( c_i \), she receives the same price as long as her bid is below the threshold. Therefore she cannot benefit from declaring a cost which is higher or lower than her true cost and is below the threshold. Bidding above the threshold excludes the agent from the allocation and her utility in this case is 0, and she is worst off since the fact that she is allocated implies that her cost is below the threshold.

In case the agent is not allocated, she cannot benefit from bidding a higher cost or any cost above the threshold. In case the agent declares a cost which is below the threshold, she can get allocated. However, since her true cost is above the threshold, her utility would be negative, and she is better off declaring her true cost. \( \square \)
Budget feasibility and individual rationality are maintained by enforcing the conditions in step (4) of the mechanism. Showing that the mechanism is indeed constant competitive would imply the main result of this section.

**Lemma 5.3.** The mechanism is $O(1)$-competitive.

**Proof.** Once again we have two cases to argue about. The first case consider that $f(v^*) \geq f(OPT)/1024$. Then with probability $1/2$ we are running dynkin’s algorithm and getting in expectation $\frac{1}{2}\max_{a \in \mathcal{N}} f(a)$. Hence this is a $2 \cdot e \cdot 1024 = 2048e$ approximation.

As in Lemma 4.2 let $S^* = \{a_1, \ldots, a_\ell\}$ be the optimal solution $OPT(\mathcal{N})$ and without loss of generality assume that $a_1, \ldots, a_\ell$ are sorted according to decreasing marginal contributions. Let $w_i$ denote the marginal contribution of $a_i$, $S_1^* = S^* \cap \mathcal{N}_1$, $S_2^* = S^* \setminus S_1^*$ and $W_1 = \sum_{a_i \in S_1^*} w_i$ and $W_2 = \sum_{a_i \in S_2^*} w_i$.

Consider the second case where $\forall a \in \mathcal{N}, f(a) \leq f(OPT)/1024$. In such a case by lemma 4.2 with probability $9/10$ we have that $\min\{f(S_1^*), f(S_2^*)\} \geq \frac{OPT(\mathcal{N})}{4}$. Given this event we will show that

$$\frac{f(S_2^*)}{64} \leq t \leq \frac{f(S_2^*)}{2}; \tag{10}$$

Recall that in Lemma 4.4, we showed that using a threshold with property (10) to allocate to agents in $\mathcal{N}_2$ if and only if the ratio between the threshold and their marginal contribution exceeds their cost to budget ratio (as described in step (4) of the mechanism), guarantees that in expectation the set of the allocated agents is a constant factor approximation of $f(S_2^*)$. Hence, showing property (10) above would imply that with a constant probability the value of the set of agents allocated by the mechanism is a constant factor approximation of $f(S_2^*)$. From Lemma 4.2 this implies the mechanism is constant competitive.

To compute the threshold $t$, in step (3) we apply the greedy algorithm for submodular maximization under a budget constraint on the sample $\mathcal{N}_1$. This algorithm is guaranteed to provide at least a $(1 - 1/e)$ fraction of $OPT(\mathcal{N}_1)$. Due to the decreasing marginal utilities property of the submodular function, we have that $OPT(\mathcal{N}_1) \geq f(S_1^*) \geq W_1$ and that $OPT(\mathcal{N}_2) \geq f(S_2^*) \geq W_2$. From Lemma 4.2 we know that there is a constant probability for which $OPT(\mathcal{N})/4 \leq \min\{f(S_1^*), f(S_2^*)\}$. The threshold $t$ can be bounded from above:

$$t = \frac{A(\mathcal{N}_1)}{8} \leq \frac{OPT(\mathcal{N}_1)}{8} \leq \frac{OPT(\mathcal{N})}{8} \leq \frac{f(S_2^*)}{2}; \tag{11}$$

To bound $t$ from below we use $\gamma = e/(e - 1)$:

$$t = \frac{A(\mathcal{N}_1)}{8} \geq \frac{OPT(\mathcal{N}_1)}{8\gamma} \geq \frac{f(S_1^*)}{8\gamma} \geq \frac{f(S_1^*)}{32\gamma} \geq \frac{f(S_2^*)}{32\gamma} \geq \frac{f(S_2^*)}{64} \tag{12}$$

Hence by lemma 4.4 and lemma 4.2 we get that it is a $O(1)$ approximation. \qed

### 6. Discussion and Open Questions

In this paper we investigated online budget-feasible mechanism design. Our main positive results are as follows. We present a constant-competitive posted price mechanism when agents are identically distributed and the buyer has a symmetric submodular utility function. For nonsymmetric submodular utilities, under the random ordering assumption we give a posted price mechanism that is $O(\log n)$-competitive and a truthful mechanism that is $O(1)$-competitive but uses bidding rather than posted pricing.

The main question left open by this work is whether there exists a $O(1)$-competitive posted price mechanism in the nonsymmetric submodular case.
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